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QUESTION 1

What are some features of the Sales OrderFulfilment Monitor app? Choose Two correct answers. 

A. The monitor highlights problems that occur within the processes. 

B. Issues in the process can be resolved directly from the process flow within the app. 

C. The app shows cost simulations for allpossible order fulfilment scenarios. 

D. Different icon shapes indicate the different types of issues. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

During an ATP check for a sales order item, the requested quantity is completely confirmed on the required date even
though there is only a partial quantity in stock on that date. What could be the reason for this? Choose the correct
answer. 

A. The customer material info record is set to allow partial deliveries and the customer requires a quantity as close to
the requested delivery date as possible. 

B. In the configuration of the scope of check, the Without Replenishment Lead Time flag is set and the material
availability date is further away than today plus the replenishment lead time. 

C. In the configuration of the scope of check, the Without Replenishment lead Time flag is not set and the material
availability date is further away than today plus the replenishment lead time. 

D. The customer master record is set to allow partial deliveries and the customer requires a quantity as soon as
possible. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Where in customizing do you assign the billing plan type? Choose the correct answer. 

A. Billing document type 

B. Billing document item category 

C. Sales document item category 

D. Copying control for billing documents 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Your project requires a rushorder process in which a delivery document is automatically created immediately after the
sales order is saved. In which customizing object do you activate this? Choo the correct answer. 

A. Sales document type 

B. Schedule line category 

C. Sales item category 

D. Copy control 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Your project requires confirmation of sales order quantities for certain materialseven if the stock of those materials is
currently below the safe y stock level. Where do you configure this? Choose the correct answer. 

A. The Special Stock indicator in the Item category 

B. The Item Category group in the material master 

C. The Checking rule at transaction level 

D. The scope of the availability check 

Correct Answer: D 
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